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ENTREPRENEURSHIP



ABOUT ME
UNI PROFESSOR, CONSULTANT, TRAINER,
MENTOR, TV PRESENTER, CSR EXPERT

Dr. Hasan Youness is specialized in international business management, educational

administration, and educational leadership. Having acquired his degrees from Notre Dame

University, KEDGE Business School and Saint Louis University respectively, he went on to

pursue an executive CSR program at Harvard Business School Executive Education. Hasan

started teaching at the university level at the age of 23 and has been teaching at five

universities since then. In addition, he is also a news anchor, TV presenter, researcher, author,

mentor, and trainer on a wide array of management, entrepreneurship, social

entrepreneurship, CSR, and communication topics in Lebanon and abroad. In addition, he

has been a Tedx speaker and guest on top TV channels in the Arab world. Despite having

worked with leading companies, Hasan did not limit himself to the business sector. Rather,

he has chosen to work with UNIDO and UNRWA, in addition to other NGOs. Over time, he

participated in multiple national and international conferences, workshops, and

competitions, and was awarded several prestigious awards for representing Lebanon on

several occasions. Hasan is also the cofounder and managing partner of Insights’ for

Consultancy S.A.R.L and EON Training and Development center S.A.R.L. Hasan is the author of

#TrendsOfBusiness and the Strategic Advisor of Global Compact Network Lebanon.

Trends of Business and Innovating for life were exemplary events, which gained great

publicity and revealed Hasan’s ability to create a buzz around the causes he advocates for via

handling big projects from the moment of inception until press and TV release shaking

elbows with the gurus of the field and the leading corporations.



ENTREPRENEURSHIP
IS COMPOSED OF DIFFERENT PILLARS
To be able to foster the entrepreneurship ecosystem

and create a nurturing environment for the

entrepreneurs, we need to combine all pillars together

and assemble the puzzle.



LAW 
We need to figure out if the company will be

under an SAL, SARL or event SAL-T (tech) that

is currently discussed as a law for the ICT

committee at the Lebanese Parliament. 

COMPONENT 1



ACADEMIA
How are the academic institutions

accompanying entrepreneurs? COMPONENT 2



MEDIA
How are the classical and digital media

highlighting and covering initiatives and

projects related to entrepreneurs?

COMPONENT 3



ASSOCIATIONS
What is the role of associations? Associations

saw some needs that others didn’t. Necessity is

the mother of invention. There is no need to

start from scratch and look for the perfect idea.

Some NGOs have already mapped the needs

and are looking for entrepreneurial ideas to

solve them.

COMPONENT 4



FUNDING
What are the sources of funding? Debt

investment, equity investment, who are the

investors? Accelerators and incubators, what is

their role?

 

Entrepreneurs should know through the media

that accelerators and incubators are offering

opportunities to pitch their ideas in front of a

jury or even investors.

COMPONENT 5



ENTREPRENEURS NEED TO LEARN FROM THE
LEARNING CURVE OF OTHERS.

They do not need to reinvent the wheel and

work from scratch. If they have a brilliant

idea but don’t work on virtual reality,

augmented reality, artificial intelligence,

then these platforms are here to help.

 



SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT ECONOMIC

SUSTAINABILITY
THE PILLARS OF SUSTAINABILITY

The intersection of all three pillars is the sweet spot of entrepreneurship.



Lebanon is one of the most countries in the MENA

region that is home to many rising entrepreneurs

and entrepreneurial ideas. This is an important

sign that the ecosystem is shaping up. Every

entrepreneur needs to know the different

components of the ecosystem and how to work

with all components accordingly. Research is

essential to answer the most common questions:

how to reach the media, how to create a

feasibility study, how to reach the incubators, how

to put a plan of action, how to commercialize the

idea while being socially responsible.



AN OPPORTUNITY
MAY ENTAIL:

Pioneering a truly innovative product

Devising a new business model

Creating a better or cheaper version

of an existing product

Targeting new sets of customers with

an existing product



WHAT IS TRIGGERING
ENTREPRENEURSHIP?

Industry is becoming more information-intensive and less labor and capital-

intensive, which removes the traditional barriers for start-ups

The nature of the prevailing industries has changed after the economic crisis

that facilitated the entrance of new entrepreneurs into the market

The cultural diversity of entrepreneurs

Entrepreneurs are now being perceived as heroes

Colleges and universities that offer entrepreneurial education have become very

widespread and many curricula have been designed to cater for this type of

education



THE BENEFITS AND DRAWBACKS
OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP



RISKS FACED BY
ENTREPRENEURS

Demand risk relate to prospective customers’ willingness to adopt the solution

envisioned by the entrepreneur

Technology risk is high when engineering or scientific breakthroughs are

required to bring a solution to fruition

Execution risk relates to the entrepreneur’s ability to attract employees and

partners who can implement the venture’s plans

Financing risk relates to whether external capital will be available on reasonable

terms



PROCESSES AND STAGES OF
DEVELOPING A NEW VENTURE

Assessing the opportunity for new a venture—generating, evaluating, and

refining the business concept

Developing the business plan and deciding the structure of the venture

Acquiring the resources and funding the necessary resources for

implementation, including expert support and potential partnerships

Growing and harvesting the venture by figuring out how to create and extract

value from the business

The typical stages of developing a new venture include:



Developing the Business Plan
Details of the product or service

Assessment of the market opportunity

Identification of target customers

Barriers to entry and competitor analysis

Experience, expertise, and commitment of the

management team

Strategy for pricing, distribution, and sales

Identification and planning of key risks

Cash-flow calculation, including break-even points and

sensitivity

Financial and other resource requirements of the

business



PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT

1. Concept

generation:

identifying

opportunities

for new

products and

services

2. Project

assessment and

selection:

screening and

choosing projects

that satisfy certain

criteria

 

3. Product

development:

translating the

selected

concepts into a

physical product

4. Product

commercializat

ion: testing,

launching, and

marketing the

new produc



THE ELEVATOR PITCH

TIPS?
1. Get Your Story Straight

2. Plan on Paper First
3. Tailor Your Pitch

4. Be Careful How You Use Numbers
5. Practice, practice, practice

To run successful organizations, entrepreneurs need to

develop and enhance their business communication skills.

This includes both verbal and non-verbal communication.

With strong communication skills, entrepreneurs can

communicate with business investors, employees and

customers more effectively and skillfully.
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